Co-evolution of Au tion Me hanisms and Trading Strategies:
Towards a Novel Approa h to Mi roe onomi Design
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Abstra t

Me hanism design is the e onomi theory
of the design of e e tive resour e allo ation
me hanisms, su h as au tions. Traditionally,
e onomists have approa hed design problems
by studying the analyti properties of di erent me hanisms. An alternative is to view
a me hanism as the out ome of some evolutionary pro ess involving buyers, sellers and
the au tioneer. As a rst step in this alternative dire tion, we have applied geneti programming to the development of an au tion
pri ing rule for double au tions in a wholesale
ele tri ity marketpla e. For this purpose we
adopted the multi-agent simulation model of
Ni olaisen, Petrov and Tesfatsion.
1

Introdu tion

Mu h re ent work in the eld of Multi-Agent Systems
(MAS) has fo used on resour e allo ation problems,
for example (Fatima & Wooldridge 2001; Jennings et
al. 2001). These problems are espe ially diÆ ult to
solve eÆ iently in an open system if the values whi h
agents pla e on resour es, or the values of their human
prin ipals, are private and unobservable. In su h a
situation, the diÆ ulty fa ing somebody wishing to
give the resour es to those who value them most highly
is that parti ipating agents annot ne essarily be relied
upon to report their private values truthfully; there is
nothing to prevent \greedy" agents from exaggerating
their resour e requirements.
Au tion me hanisms attempt to over ome this diÆulty by having agents support their value- laims with
hard ash. Su h me hanisms an be designed so as to
indu e agents to reveal their true valuations, thereby
enabling the allo ation of resour es to those agents
who genuinely value them most highly.
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Designing me hanisms to a hieve spe i e onomi
requirements, su h as a hieving market eÆ ien y or
maximising so ial welfare, against self-interested intelligent traders, is no trivial matter as an be seen
from a ounts of the au tion design pro ess for the reent radio spe trum au tions in the UK (Klemperer
2002). The e onomi theory of me hanism design approa hes the task of designing eÆ ient resour e alloation me hanisms by studying the formal, analyti al
properties of alternative me hanisms (Ja kson 2000;
Sandholm 1999). Be ause of the omplexities involved
in market design problems, e onomists are in reasingly
turning to omputational methods in an attempt to
take an engineering approa h to \mi roe onomi design" (Roth 2001).
Our approa h applies the notion of o-evolutionary
ma hine learning (Hillis 1992; Angeline & Polla k
1993; Miller & Cli 1994) to the mi roe onomi design
problem. In su essful appli ations of o-evolution,
populations of agents intera t with ea h other, an
\arms ra e" spiral develops wherein ea h population
spurs the other(s) to advan e and the result is ontinuous learning for all populations. However, this has
been notoriously diÆ ult to a hieve. Often populations settle into a medio re stable state, rea hing a loal optima and being unable to move beyond it.
Consequently, there is a growing body of work examining the dynami s of o-evolutionary learning environments in an attempt to identify phenomena that
ontribute to su ess (Cli & Miller 1995; Polla k &
Blair 1998; Fi i i & Polla k 1998; Blair, Sklar, & Funes
1999). The following aspe ts are of parti ular importan e:
1. hoi e of representation for individuals within
ea h population;
2. de nition of a tness fun tion for determining
whi h individuals in a population will reprodu e;
3. methodology and proportion for reprodu tion;

4. sele tion of learning experien es for individuals
(i.e., who intera ts with whom, how many times
and how frequently);
5. avoidan e of ollusion1 wherein members of di erent populations an work together to make nonoptimal moves that may produ e better shortterm results for ea h but ause the populations
as a whole to get stu k in lo al optima; and
6. a learly de ned vision of the lands ape and how
to measure progress so that one an even re ognize
if a lo al (or indeed global) optimum has been
rea hed.
We see eÆ ient me hanisms evolving through repeated
intera tions between parti ipants who may also be
evolving individually | thus we believe that the oevolutionary methodology is highly appropriate for our
problem. In our work, we are using geneti programming (GP) (Koza 1992) to represent individuals with
di erent roles in an au tion: the au tioneer, and the
two types of traders (buyers and sellers). Through the
intera tions of the traders, individual and group trading strategies evolve, as well as au tion me hanisms
themselves. We view the me hanisms as \hosts" and
the trading strategies as \parasites"; as greedy, nontruthful strategies emerge, it would be hoped that
the me hanism population will adapt defenses, and
that strategy-proof, in entive- ompatible me hanisms
would evolve.
Su h an approa h is the long-term aim of our resear h,
and to our knowledge we are the rst to apply geneti
programming and o-evolution to me hanism design.
Here, we report our initial work towards this aim. To
provide a multi-agent test-bed for su h an approa h we
have adopted the wholesale ele tri ity market au tion
simulation model of (Ni olaisen, Petrov, & Tesfatsion
2001), hereafter referred to as NPT. In Se tion 2, we
des ribe the NPT model, and our work to repli ate
their results. Se tion 3 then des ribes our use of geneti programming to o-evolve trading strategies for
buyers and sellers in these au tions. Se tion 4 presents
some of our preliminary results in using geneti programming to evolve au tion pri ing rules. The nal
se tion on ludes with a brief des ription of our future resear h.
2

The NPT model

In the NPT experiments (Ni olaisen, Petrov, & Tesfatsion 2001), a number of traders buy and sell ele tri ity
in a dis riminatory-pri e ontinuous double au tion.
1
of

Note that this is not ne essarily the same as the notion

ollusion in au tion theory.

Every trader has a private value for the ele tri ity that
they trade; for buyers this is the pri e that they an
obtain in a se ondary retail market and for sellers this
re e ts the osts asso iated with generating the ele tri ity. Trade in ele tri ity is a e ted by apa ity onstraints; every trader has a nite maximum apa ity
of ele tri ity that they an generate or pur hase for
resale. The market pro eeds in rounds of trading. In
ea h round, all the traders are given the opportunity
to bid in a random order. Ea h trader sele ts a pri e
and submits a bid or an ask at that pri e and with
a quantity equal to their generating apa ity. Trade
pro eeds until the maximum number of au tion rounds
is rea hed.
Agents use a myopi reinfor ement learning algorithm
whi h is a modi ation of the Roth-Erev algorithm
(Roth & Erev 1995); the learner hooses possible a tions from K possible mark-ups, and re eives a reward dire tly proportional to the pro ts that result
from this o er. The learner hooses a tions by generating random numbers a ording to a probability
distribution built up linearly from the umulative rewards for ea h possible a tion. The modi ed RothErev algorithm (MRE) has three main parameters: r
the re en y parameter; e the experimentation parameter and s(1) the s aling parameter.
NPT is interested in the market power that an be exer ised by buyers or sellers under di erent market onditions. Market power is de ned as the di eren e between a tual pro ts earned versus the theoreti al profits available in ompetitive-equilibrium, expressed as a
ratio of the equilibrium pro ts. The di erent market
onditions are represented by two parameters: relative
on entration (RCON) and relative apa ity (RCAP).
RCON is the ratio of the number of buyers (NB) to
the number of sellers (NS) and RCAP is the relative
generating apa ity of ea h group.
2.1

NPT results

The main results from NPT are summarised in Table
1. Ea h ell of the table orresponds to parti ular
values for RCON and RCAP. The out ome under these
onditions is summarised by the variables:
- Buyer MP { market power exer ised by buyers
- Seller MP { market power exer ised by sellers
- EÆ ien y { ratio of total pro ts earned to total
pro ts theoreti ally available in ompetitive equilibrium, expressed as a per entage
Be ause traders use sto hasti strategies, the sensitivity of these out omes to parti ular values of the
pseudo-random number generator (PRNG) seed is

tested by running the experiment 100 times with different PRNG seeds on ea h iteration. For ea h variable
we present the average result, followed by the standard
deviation in parentheses.
These results are signi ant be ause they indi ate that
there are market biases inherent in the dis riminatorypri e au tion rules. For example, one would expe t
that Seller MP should in rease as RCAP in reases, but
this is not what is found by experimentation. NPT
on ludes that the inherent market-stru ture is responsible for failure of this hypothesis.
2.2

Repli ation of results

This s enario was sele ted for our resear h be ause of
the fo us on market power. As agents evolve su essful
extra-marginal strategies, their market power indi es
will in rease. For example, if sellers were able to employ ollusive pri e- xing strategies, we should expe t
to see their market power indi es grow. Di erent au tion rules may have di ering abilities to ounter this
kind of ta ti ; hen e, market power out omes are an
important quantative metri to onsider in assessing
au tion designs.
We began our implementation of the NPT model
by attempting to repli ate the results presented in
that paper. The software used to run the au tion experiments was written in Java. The software is available under an open-sour e li ense at
http://jasa.sour eforge.net/. The 4-heap algorithm (Wurman, Walsh, & Wellman 1998) was used to
maintain au tion state; all pri e information was enoded using double-pre ision oating point variables
and all quantity information was en oded using integers. The Mersenne Twister PRNG was used to generate the random numbers required for MRE.
The repli ated results are presented in Table 2. Although similar market power and mean eÆ ien y outomes are obtained, the standard deviations we obtained for the eÆ ien y out omes are onsiderably
larger than those reported in NPT. These results give
us some on den e that our experimental setup is a urate, although we are ontinuing to try and tra k
down the sour e of these in reased standard deviations.
3

Co-evolution of Trading Strategies
using Geneti -Programming

We next ompare the reinfor ement learning algorithm
used by NPT with o-evolution of trading strategies
using geneti programming. In this work, we evolve a
separate population of strategies for ea h trader in the
ele tri ity market s enario. These strategies evolve in

ompetition with the simultaneously evolving strategies of other traders. For these experiments we made
use of a Java-based evolutionary omputation system
alled ECJ.2 The s enario is similar to the NPT experiments, but instead of using the modi ed Roth-Erev
algorithm to sele t pri es, agents sele t pri es by evaluating a fun tion that was evolved using geneti programming (GP).
ECJ implements a strongly-typed GP (Montana 1993)
version of Koza's (Koza 1992) original system. For
all of the GP experiments in this paper, the standard
Koza parameters were used in ombination with the
standard Koza GP operators. The fun tions given in
Tables 3 and 4 were used as the GP fun tion-set, and
the initial populations are generated randomly using
these fun tions. As is usually the ase with GP, individuals are tree stru tures omposed of these fun tions. We used six populations of GP-evolved strategies, that is one population for ea h buyer and seller
in the market. Ea h population ontained 100 treeindividuals. When breeding trees for the next generation, the rossover operator is applied with a probability of 0.9, and the reprodu tion operator is applied
with a probability of 0.1, as per standard Koza GP
(Koza 1992). Individuals are sele ted for breeding using tournament sele tion, with a tournament size of
7.
To evaluate the tness of individuals in ea h generation, one member of ea h population was randomly sele ted. The strategies that orresponded to these trees
were then played against ea h other in a 10-round version of the ele tri ity market, and ea h individual's
tness was set in proportion to the pro ts obtained
for the orresponding strategy. This ontinued until
all individuals in all populations had been evaluated,
giving a tness measure for ea h individual. Note that
wherever evaluation of the tree resulted in a negative
pri e, or in a division by zero ex eption, the pri e was
set to 0 and this was used as the requisite bid or ask.
These tness values, established by ompetition between populations are then used, as des ribed above,
to sele t whi h individuals from a single population
will get to reprodu e (both in terms of being opied to
the next generation and undergoing rossover).
Initially, we are interested in whether high-eÆ ien y
out omes are sustained in this experiment. As with
the NPT experiments, high levels of market eÆ ien y
indi ate that overall, traders are su essfully \dis overing" pro ts that are available in the market. We
would not ne essarily expe t to see stability, or gradual improvement, of ea h strategy's individual pro ts
in this o-evolutionary s enario. But if overall mar2
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Relative Capacity
1.00

1/2

2.00

Buyer MP
Seller MP

-0.13
0.55

stdev
(0.09)
(0.38)

Efficiency
Buyer MP
Seller MP

99.81
-0.22
0.80

(0.02)
(0.12)
(0.53)

Efficiency
Buyer MP
Seller MP

96.30
-0.13
0.28

(0.05)
(0.10)
(0.35)

Efficiency
Buyer MP
Seller MP

99.88
0.13
-0.10

(0.06)
(0.33)
(0.26)

Efficiency
Buyer MP
Seller MP

92.13
-0.21
0.67

(0.09)
(0.12)
(0.46)

Efficiency
Buyer MP
Seller MP

94.59
-0.14
0.30

(0.07)
(0.08)
(0.31)

Efficiency
Buyer MP
Seller MP

100.00
0.09
-0.07

(0.00)
(0.24)
(0.19)

Efficiency

91.84

(0.09)

Efficiency

94.24

(0.07)

Efficiency

100.00

(0.00)

Buyer MP
Seller MP

-0.15
0.38

stdev
(0.09)
(0.33)

Buyer MP
Seller MP

0.10
-0.10

stdev
(0.30)
(0.25)

2
Relative
Concentration
1

1/2

Table 1: Original NPT market power and eÆ ien y out omes for the best- t MRE algorithm with 1000 au tion
rounds and parameter values s(1) = 9.00, r= 0.10, and e = 0.20. Refer to the original NPT paper for a detailed
des ription of the MRE parameters: r the re en y parameter; e the experimentation parameter and s(1) the
s aling parameter.
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2.00

Buyer MP
Seller MP

-0.33
1.12

stdev
(0.07)
(0.31)

Efficiency
Buyer MP
Seller MP

94.46
-0.39
1.19

(3.87)
(0.07)
(0.40)

Efficiency
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95.04
-0.28
0.76

(3.43)
(0.08)
(0.30)

Efficiency
Buyer MP
Seller MP

96.71
0.10
-0.15

(0.51)
(0.08)
(0.07)

Efficiency
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Seller MP

91.01
-0.38
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(0.09)
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Efficiency
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Seller MP

95.34
-0.27
0.72

(3.26)
(0.08)
(0.29)

Efficiency
Buyer MP
Seller MP

96.63
0.04
-0.10

(0.47)
(0.07)
(0.06)

Efficiency

84.86

(9.93)

Efficiency

94.62

(3.92)

Efficiency

96.79

(0.42)

Buyer MP
Seller MP

-0.27
0.72

stdev
(0.08)
(0.32)

Buyer MP
Seller MP

0.10
-0.15

stdev
(0.11)
(0.10)

2
Relative
Concentration
1

1/2

Table 2: Repli ated market power and eÆ ien y out omes for the best- t MRE algorithm with 1000 au tion
rounds and parameter values s(1) = 9.00, r = 0.10 and e = 0.20

Fun tion
+

Return-type

=


1
DoubleERC

Arguments
(+ number number)
( number number)
(= number number)
( number number)
none
none

QuoteBidPri e
QuoteAskPri e

none
none

number
number

number
number
number
number
number
number

Des ription
Addition
Subtra tion
Division
Multipli ation
1
A double pre ision oating point ephemeral
random onstant in the range (0..1).
The urrent bid quote
The urrent ask quote

Table 3: GP fun tions ommon to all fun tion-sets

Fun tion

>

True
PrivateValue

Arguments
(< number number)
(= number number)
(> number number)
none
none

boolean
boolean
boolean
boolean
number

Nand
IfElse

(Nand boolean boolean)
(IfElse boolean number number)

boolean
number

<

=

Return-type

Des ription
Less-than fun tion
Equals fun tion
Greater-than fun tion
True
The agent's private valuation for
ele tri ity
Not-and boolean operator
Return 2nd argument if ondition is true, otherwise return 3rd
argument.

Table 4: Additional GP fun tions used in evolving trading strategies
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Figure 1: Evolution of mean eÆ ien y for RCON=1 and RCAP=1 over 10,000 generations using a xed
dis riminatory-pri ing au tioneer, and 6 sub-populations of o-evolving strategies ea h of size 100.
ket eÆ ien y does de line temporarily, we would expe t the o-evolving strategy set as a whole to adapt
and reaquire the \lost" pro ts; thus if strategy subpopulations are su essfully adapating to new market
onditions, we would expe t to see market eÆ ien y
remain stable at near to 100%.
Figure 1 shows the evolution of the mean market efien y for ea h generation of the experiment in the
ase RCAP=1 and RCON=1 over 10,000 generations.
Note that by generation 2000, the market eÆ ien y
has be ome stable, and the mean eÆ ien y is 74.3.
The use of o-evolution to evolve trading strategies
is not new in experimental e onomi s; for example,
see (Pri e 1997). Our interest in o-evolving strategies was to verify that su h an approa h worked for
this s enario, and also as a step towards the use of

o-evolutionary te hniques to evolve trading strategies
and au tion rules|in other words to evolve me hanisms along with the best way to trade within them.
To our knowledge no one has yet done this, and our
preliminary work towards doing this will be the fo us
of the next se tion.
4

Co-evolution of Au tion Pri ing
Rules and Strategies

An additional population of au tioneers was introdu ed into our experiment. These agents were derived
from the au tioneer lasses that we implemented for
our previous experiments, but instead of using the
standard ode to set the learing pri e for a given
transa tion, they used a fun tion that was evolved
using GP. The set of fun tions used for the au tion
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Figure 2: Evolution of mean eÆ ien y for RCON=1 and RCAP=1 over 10,000 generations using an au tioneer
with a GP-evolved pri ing rule, and 6 additional populations of o-evolving strategies.
pri ing rule onsists of those fun tions in Tables 3 and
5. The tness for the au tioneer population was set
proportional to the total pro ts earned in the market.

all pro ts obtained. The same au tions were used to
evaluate the buyers and sellers, though their tness
was still based on lo al pro t.

Intuitively, the au tioneer population an be thought
to be \learning" au tion-pri ing rules that maintain
market eÆ ien y in the fa e of o-evolving strategies.
Our hypothesis is that in this version of the experiment, in whi h there are a small number of traders
with xed private values, the most robust au tion pri ing rule is the one that sets the pri e for ele tri ity
at the equilibrium pri e, regardless of what traders
a tually bid. We believe that the au tioneer population should dis over this rule; i.e it should dis over
the equilibrium pri e for the market. This is be ause
private values are xed, and the au tioneer population has indire t a ess to meta-information about the
market | market eÆ ien y | that is based on the
(in-pra ti e unobservable) private values. Of ourse,
this pri ing rule would not work in pra ti e, be ause in
pra ti e private values are not from a xed, prede ned
set. However, this hypothesis gives us a basis to test
some of our assumptions about this experiment. Future work will onsider s enarios in whi h agents with
randomized private-values enter and leave the market.

Figure 2 shows the evolution of the mean market eÆien y for ea h generation of this version of the experiment in the ase RCAP=1 and RCON=1 over 10,000
generations. As an be seen from the graph, the adaptive au tioneers are able to improve mean market efien y when ompared to the xed dis riminatorypri e au tioneer used in the previous se tion | the
mean eÆ ien y for the adaptive au tioneer is 94.5. In
addition, the market rea hes stability more qui kly,
after only 500 generations.

The experimental set-up was a slight variation of the
previous experiment. We added a seventh population,
au tioneers, and evaluated their tness by running
au tions with randomly sele ted buyer and seller individuals (again pi king one random individual from
ea h of the six populations) and looking at the over-

Figure 3 shows the fun tion tree evolved for the au tioneers' pri ing rule in the nal generation, and Table
6 shows the trading strategy-set for that au tion. We
are urrently investigating whether our hypothesis regarding the dis overy of the equilibirum pri e is borne
out by this experiment.
5

Con lusions and Further Work

In this paper we have reported on the preliminary
stages of work aiming to explore the evolution of e onomi au tion me hanisms. In our initial work, we
have adopted a multi-agent systems test-bed involving
au tions in an ele tri ity marketpla e, rst developed
in NPT. In that work, the trading agents in the au tions were equipped with a modi ed Roth-Erev learning model, enabling them to hange their bids on the
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Figure 3: Best au tion pri ing rule in nal generation of a 10,000 generation experiment for population size 100,

RCON = 1, NS = 3 and NB = 3
Fun tion
AskPri e

Arguments
none

number

Return-type

BidPri e

none

number

Des ription
The pri e of the ask (o er to sell) urrently being mat hed in the
au tion
The pri e of the bid urrently being mat hed in the au tion

Table 5: Additional GP fun tions used in evolving au tioneer pri ing rules
basis of their experien es in su essive au tion rounds.
We rst sought to repli ate the results of NPT, and
were able to obtain similar average results; our standard deviations, however, were mu h larger than those
reported in NPT. We then ompared the use of the
MRE learning algorithm with an experiment in whi h
strategies are o-evolved using geneti programming.
The geneti programming approa h was able to produ e reasonably high eÆ ien y out omes. Finally
we presented some of our preliminary work on evolving au tion designs using geneti -programming whi h
again was able to produ e relatively high eÆ ien y
out omes. We believe that this is the rst attempt
to evolve au tion me hanisms.
Future work in this area will fo us on: (i) an analysis of
the di erent au tion rules evolved for ea h of the ombinations of RCAP and RCON that were originally disussed in NPT and (ii) in orporation of market-power
metri s into the tness fun tion for au tion rules.
A key question on erning this work is how to tra k
the adaptive progress, as opposed to the instantaneous
tness, of the au tioneers verses the trading strategies. We are urrently investigating the possibility of

using CIAO (Current Individual vs. An estral Opponents) metri s as proposed in (Cli & Miller 1995), in
order to gain insights into the o-evolutionary dynami s of these experiments. We are also thinking about
the possibility of using pareto o-evolution (Watson &
Polla k 2000) in order to ensure that au tion designs
are robust in the fa e of a diverse range of strategies.
Our resear h work is part of a larger, Europeanwide e ort, the Sustainable Life y les in Information
E osystems Proje t3 exploring the use of biologi al
paradigms in the study of multi-agent systems. In
parti ular, re ent work by our proje t partners (Sierra
et al. 2002) has shown how generi MAS systems may
be designed by evolutionary pro esses. In this ontext,
our work fo uses spe i ally on the design of ele troni
institutions for multi-agent trading systems.
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Seller 1
Seller 2
Seller 3
Buyer 1
Buyer 2
Buyer 3

QuoteAskPri e
QuoteBidPri e
QuoteBidPri e
QuoteAskPri e
QuoteAskPri e
QuoteBidPri e

Table 6: The set of trading strategies taking part in the nal au tion orresponding to Figure 3
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